
 

 
 

              
 
               
              Nadia Cisarova is a Coach and Reinventing Mentor. 

  
In 2017 European Association of Economy and Competitiveness granted to Nadia 

Cisarova the European Medal of Merit at Work, in recognition of 
merits, professional career, relevant services and extraordinary works to the 

European Union   in the Coaching sector. 
 

Born in Slovakia and based in Barcelona, Spain. 
Board member of Centre Euro-Arab in Barcelona, collaborator with Atmosfera Oriental 

Barcelona and Casa Eslava. Organizer of events, festivals and workshops. 
  

Studies to highlight: 
 

2010 she start study Coaching under mentoring of Talane Miedaner author of 
the internationally best-selling book Coach Yourself to Success: 101 Tips from a 

Personal Coach for Reaching Your Goals at Life and in Work and The Secret Laws of 
Attraction and Coach Yourself to a New Career (All McGraw-Hill). 

2011 Nadia Cisarova has obtained a certificate of PSYCH-K® ( method of Change of 
Limiting Beliefs) by Dr. Bruce Lipton author of the bestselling book, The Biology of 

Belief – Unleashing the Power of Consciousness, Matter & Miracles and The Wisdom 
of Your Cells - How Your Beliefs Control Your Biology). 

Additional studies: Emotional Intelligence, Ayurveda, facilitator of MUNAY-KI , Body 
language, Aqualead and  creator of method Body Source of Wisdom. 

 
Additionally, Nadia Cisarova has written and commented for local and international 

press, including Slovak press: Bajecna Zena and Zivot, spanish press: La Fada de 

Sarria, Ciutat Vella  

 She has found Cisarovnna SK a space for personal growth and development that 
inspires Women of Today. 

Her Mission is to help Dynamic and Sensitive Women turn a challenging situation into 
an opportunity to build the best version of themselves and live the life they truly 

want. 
She uses all her expertise in the area of self-knowledge, development and personal 

growth combined with more than 15 years of experience in the corporate world. 
Nadia Cisarova imparted through these years workshops in Europe and India. 

 
If something has discovered Nadia thanks to her own experience is that things always 
go through something and that every crisis has a meaning: to know yourself and to 

display all your potential. 
She knows that there is no better learning than living in the first person, nor better 

adviser than the one who has lived in her own skin. 
That is why it is your intention to help you overcome that crisis that affects you so much 

and that you see it as an opportunity to know you better and develop your potential. 

  
 

www.cisarovnnask.com 


